
Welcome to Canada 3.0 

 

Increase R&D spending and job creation 

As nation we have expand military spending for the aviation and navy sector to be 
up to date on technology. At the same time jobs will be created.  The department of 
defense should assess the needs and a contest should be made. The most important 
thing is it must be made in Canada if it is boat or plane. 

Space exploration should be a top priority in Canada when it comes to launch a 
satellite or sending people on the moon/beyond mars. With multiple contests in 
Canadian universities it will attract local and foreign entrepreneurs.  

As for revenues: New environmental tax on oil  for  market and abroad. 

For the USA this will be done buy at least 50% buy out of all key players in the 
transportation for oil. If we can pay 1.40 a litre , US citizens can pay 1 a litre for 4 $ a 
gallon. The most important to thing remember is Canadian oil from tar sands must 
produce in Canada and never be returned in for resale.  This means having 
refineries and oil reserves. As for  the US portion (buying oil transport companies)  
0.30cent by 4 litres is 1.20$ a gallon. Revenue numbers: usa there is at least 268 
millions cars according to USstat. Average tank in usa is 50 gallons 1.20*268 
millions *2(fill up tank)*4weeks*12 months= 5 400 000 000 000$.  Nafta 
negociation oil should be on of the products that should be taxed up to full potential. 

R: 30 873 600 000 $- x(buy out money estimate)The liquidity needs for the buy out 
transport companies  sell us treasuries and should avoid buy more in future or 
rebalance the books with other currencies( rembini yan) etc. 

Canada should  become a liberal economical platform with everyone including 
Russia, China etc. 

Note : creativity, discretion is the best weapons for the future. 

 

 

 

https://www.statista.com/statistics/183505/number-of-vehicles-in-the-united-
states-since-1990/ 
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